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For Immediate Release
LIVEH2O.tv Network Launched with Call for Activism
LIVEH2O.tv, the first Internet television network honoring Water for its physical and metaphysical
necessity, has been launched with plans to embed 1440 video players on websites worldwide before a
history making broadcast begins June 19-21, 2009 from more than a dozen international stages.
Planning for LIVE H2O, Concert for the Living Water, has been evolving for more than a decade. The
unprecedented event calls musicians and music-lovers to social activism based on mathematical proofs
and emerging revelations fundamental to science and theology remedial to planet wide urgencies. LIVE
H2O advances lasting peace, world health, and sustainable resources, including abundant Water
supplies, all reportedly threatened by climate change and economic collapse.
“We are calling people worldwide to honor Water for its practical utility and remedial capacity to solve
every urgency, including threatened human extinction,” LIVE H2O Executive Producer, Dr. Leonard
Horowitz, said. His 1998 book, Healing Codes for the Biological Apocalypse, the award winning public
health expert revealed the original musical scale upon which physical reality, universal gravity, sacred
geometry, and the mathematical constants Pi, PHI, and the Fibonacci series are based.
This simple knowledge is optimally freeing. Everything is vibrating, either in healthy resonance or
distressing dissonance with nature’s harmonics. Ignorance of this fundamental music of creation
endangers civilization, whereas heralding this technology for optimal productivity and creativity is
necessary to evolve us beyond current urgencies. Psychosocial, geopolitical, and economic challenges
currently threaten and debilitate people everywhere. LIVE H2O turns these lemons into lemonade
heralding “green” energy, healing technologies, and ways to harvest Water from air and sea for
hydration to remedy starvation.
“We are already broadcasting these solutions on LIVEH2O.tv to advance truth, faith and prayer power,”
says Sheri Thomas, spokeswoman for the history making network and event. “The truth about Water is
so freeing, faith in it is so empowering, and prayer honoring this Creative Juice so capable of doing
good, everyone on our team is thrilled to advance LIVE H2O as a simple solution to the world’s most
complex problems.”
Water is the “Universal Solvent,” and music is the “Universal Language.” If LOVE is the “Universal
Healer,” then singing and chanting prayerfully using this key frequency of LOVE—determined by Dr.
Horowitz’s team of researchers to be 528Hz—is expected to cause a mass awakening of human hearts
that is paradigm shifting.

“Water reflects more than light,” says Japanese Water scholar, Dr. Masaru Emoto, co-creator of LIVE
H2O and author of the New York Times best-seller, The Hidden Messages in Water. Dr. Emoto
published evidence linking music and language to Waters’ dynamic capacity to alter its molecular
structure in response to sonic energy including prayer. Experts say Water is a liquid crystal
superconductor of sound. Throughout history cultures have revered its primal spiritual significance.
Water baptism is one example.
A quick read of Genesis 1:1-2 tells you that Water collaborated with God and the Holy Spirit during the
“Big Bang.” Thus, before there were religions, or the “Trinity” in history, Water comprised a third of the
“Triune God.” In recent years NASA has proven that Water exists throughout the universe.
“LIVE H2O advances amazing discoveries to affect a global awakening; what some might call a Global
Baptism,” Dr. Horowitz explains, “uplifting spirituality hydro-sonically is what we are doing;
communing with Divine harmony that features unconditional LOVE is now musically and culturally
relevant and urgent. The “Living Water” is, after all, within and around us.”
These insights are rapidly advancing the worlds of music and medicine, event promoters say. Leading
humanitarians, physicians, clergy, musicians, celebrities, scientists, and energy industrialists have come
together to cocreate LIVE H2O as a celebration of Divine intention to cure what ails us and our planet.
Simple instructions to become part of the network and make LIVEH2O.tv part of your website are
available online at www.liveh2o.org.
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